In this paper, we shall study the convergence properties of weighted order statistic filters. Weighted order statistics filters are divided into five categories making their convergence properties easily understand. It is shown that any symmetric weighted order statistics filters will make the input sequence converge to a root or oscillate in a cycle of period 2. This result is significant since a restriction posed by earlier research is eliminated making the result applicable for the whole class of symmetric weighted order statistics filters. A condition to guarantee convergence of symmetric weighted order statistics filters is derived.
Introduction
Recently, a class of nonlinear filters, called stack filters, has been studied extensively and successfully applied in many applications such as image processing, due mainly to their good performance for edge preservation and excellent suppression of impulsive noise. A stack filter is a window filter based on a positive Boolean function. However, the fact that the number of the terms to represent a positive Boolean function may be very large makes analysis and design of stack filters very difficult even when the window size is relatively small.
To alleviate this problem, a subclass of stack filters, called Weighted Order Statistical (WOS) filters was introduced [l, 21. WOS filters are based on the threshold logic operations and have only N + 1 parameters in contrast to 2N in the case of stack filters. They constitute a very important subclass of stack filters. Median filters, Weighted Median (WM) filters are special cases of WOS filters.
Since stack filters are nonlinear operations, their behavior and performance are assessed based on their statistical and deterministic properties. The former deals with e.g. output distributions and noise attenuation capability and has been the subject of several papers [a, 4, 51. While the latter is related to the concept of root signals and deterministic convergence and is the focus of this paper.
One of the contributions in this paper is to introduce a set of parameters to characterize the convergence properties of WOS filters. Based on the parameters WOS filters can be classified into five categories, all of them except one possess convergence property. Study is then focused on the remaining category. It is shown that the WOS filters in this category are type-3 stack filters. A condition under which WOS filters will make any input signal converge to a root in a finite number of filtering is derived.
Another contribution of the paper is the elimination of the restrictions posed by Wendt [3] . In his paper Wendt showed that in order to make a symmetric threshold logic function converge or oscillate in a cycle of 2, the threshold logic function must preserve the roots of the standard median filters. Unfortunately, many WOS filters are excluded as they do not satisfy this condition. We shall show, in this paper, that this restriction is not necessary and can be eliminated. In other words, any symmetric threshold logic function will make an input converge to a root or diverge in a cycle of 2.
In the next section, we shall first give the formal definition of WOS filters, then a set of parameters will be introduced to classify WOS filters into five categories. The first four categories belong to type-1 or type-2 stack filters and their convergence behavior is known [6, 71 . WOS filters in the reminding category are shown to be type-3 stack filters. Their convergence behavior is the subject of Section 3. In Section 3, a theorem about convergence behavior of symmetric threshold logic functions is presented first. In this theorem, the restriction posed by Wendt is eliminated making the theorem valid for all threshold logic functions. By use of the theorem, a condition is derived to ensure convergence of symmetric WOS filters. Conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
Classification of WOS Filters
The weighted order statistics filter can be defined in the following way. 
is given by
wi. In order to study the convergence properties of WOS filters, it is sufficient to study the convergence of the corresponding threshold logic function due to the threshold decomposition property of stack filters [SI. There 
In other words, the parallel iteration of a symmetric threshold automaton will make any input sequence converge to a fixed point, or a cycle of period 2, in a finite number of iteration. The minimum value oft' is called the transient length of Ap.
Next we shall show that for any given WOS filter there is always a threshold automaton A such that its parallel iteration Ap is equivalent to the filtering operation of the WOS filter. Note that we do not impose any restriction on the WOS filter.
Suppose that the given WOS filter has window size N = 2K + 1 and weight vector does not satisfy this restriction although it is still a type-
3 stack filters. Actually this restriction is not necessary, in the following we shall show that this restriction can be eliminated using some strategy. That is, the convergence property of the symmetric threshold automaton is valid for all symmetric threshold functions.
'In order to make the paper self-contained, here we briefly review some concepts and results in threshold automaton.
Definition 3:
The threshold automaton A: (0,l)" + (0, 1)" consists of a set of n threshold functions @i defined by the real n x n matrix A = ( u i j ) and the nelement threshold vector e = ( e 1 , . . . , e,) as follows:
Given a real n x n matrix A , and a real n-vector e, we denote the threshold automaton A defined by A and e by A = (Ale). If matrix A is symmetric, A is called a symmetric threshold automaton.
The parallel iteration of A is obtained by doing all the threshold operations at once. This is equivalent to computing the product A z T , and then thresholding each element of the resulting column vector at the corresponding element of e. (13) , is equivalent to the filtering operation of the WOS filter defined in Eq. (9) in the binary domain. That is, for any given WOS filter and input sequence, we can always construct a threshold automaton such that its parallel iteration is equivalent to the filtering operation of the WOS filter.
Note that for symmetric WOS filters, the corresponding matrices A are also symmetric.
From Theorem 2 and the above discussion we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 3: Any symmetric WOS filter will make any appended input sequence converge to a root, or a cycle of period 2, in a finite number of passes.
Obviously, Theorem 3 lifts the restriction imposed by Wendt. This makes Theorem 3 more powerful.
In Section 2 we have shown that WOS filters falling into category (i) through (iv) possess the convergence, while the convergence behavior of the WOS filters satisfying O < t < l is still unknown. The following theorem gives the condition under which symmetric WOS filters falling into category (v) will make any input converge to a root.
Theorem 4:
For 0 < t < 1, any symmetric WOS filters will make any input sequence converge to root in a finite number of filtering passes if 1 2 Ly 
-p.
The theorem can be proven by contradiction using Theorem 3. The proof is omitted here.
Conclusions
In this paper we studied the convergence properties of weighted order statistic filters. Based on several introduced parameters weighted order statistics filters are classified into five categories. WOS filters in the first four categories are either type-1 or type-2 stack filters and possess the convergence property. We have shown that any symmetric WOS filters will make an input converge to a root, or oscillate in a cycle of period 2. This result is applicable for all symmetric WOS filters, by eliminating a restriction imposed in an earlier research. For these WOS filters falling into category (v), which are type-3 stack filters, a condition is derived to guarantee the convergence of symmetric WOS filters.
